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Clemson Has Juniors Give Exercises Held TIGERS DOWN
Campus Marshal Autumn'Ball MemorialGrove
BULLDOGS 18to0
ARMISTICE DAY MEMORIAL
Clemson has deemed it necessary
to employ a campus marshal and
for this office they have secured
First Sergeant Louis Miller of Alteena, Pa. First Sergeant Miller is
now a retired non-commissioned officer of the TJ. S. Army, having served in excess of thirty years. The
college authorities feel that they
have been indeed lucky to secure
the services of First Sergt. Miller
since his record in the army is without blemish and is regarded by all
of his organization commanders as
the highest type of non-commissioned
officers as shown by his discharges
and by the commendations he has
received from them.
Let us review some of his experiences and record for no doubt,
that they will prove very interesting
indeed. First Sergeant Miller enlisted in the United States army October
20, 1898, and has since then been
in the service continuously, serving
faithfully in excess of thirty years,
part of which was double time for
service in the Philippine Islands.
""HeTtook part in many of the expeditions and engagements during
the Philippine insurrection, and saw
much fighting. He took part in the
fighting at San Fernando on June
16th, 22nd, 3 0th, and August the
ninth, 1899. On September the 28th,
the same year, he was in a severe
skirmish at Deleres.
On October
the sixteenth he was in the battle
of Aneeles, Luzen, on November the
sixth he was in the battle of Magalan, and aided in its capture; this
was followed by the battle of. Conception on November the 11th.
In 1900 First Seret. Miller took
part in the mounted expedition
arainst General Makabelus, which
lasted from April the fourth to tenth,
most of the time being engaged with
the- enemy.
Sergeant Miller's last
fighting in the Philippines was during the exnedition against Amruan
Aguas in 1908.
During the World War Sergeant
Miller was an instructor in the Machine Gun School at Gendrecourt,
France; also at Camp Devens, Mass.,
where he was a member of the Machine Gun Company, 3 6th Infantry.
During his thirty years Sergeant
Miller was a member of the following organizations. Co. "L" 17th Infantry; Co. "D" 18th Infantry;
170th Co. (Mines) Coast Artillery
Corps; Co. "A" 40th Infantry; Machine Gun Company, 3 6th Infantry,
and the Howitzer Co. 2 2nd Infantry.
Sergeant Miller is not a disciplinary officer of the college, but he
sees that the college ordinances as
well as the State ordinances are carried out on the campus, and it becomes his duty to report all violations of these ordinances that come
under his observation to the college
authorities.

Cross Country Meet
With Georgia
Tiger Cross Country Team Has Its
First Meet of Season With University of Georgia—Meet to be Held
Between Halves of the GeorgiaVanclerhilt Game.
The Clemson cross country team,
led by Captain Young, will invade
Georgia territory next Saturday afternoon. The cross country team
has been practicing faithfully for the
past month and all of the men are
in good shape now. At present it
is not certain who will make the trip
to Athens.
The meet will be held between
halves of the Georgia-Vanderbilt
game. Last year the University of
Georgia defeated our cross country
team by a narrow score. This year
with practically all of the men back,
the Tigers intend to bring the bacon
back to Clemson.

The Junior Dancing Club gave
their first dance on Friday evening,
November 10th. The affair was the
most successful one that has been
given at the college recently. The
hall was decorated in gray and lavender with Spanish moss to complete the scheme. It was unique
and produced a most desirable effect, and the decoration committee,
together with "Mother Mid" who offered suggestions, are to be complimented. This committee
was
composed of Mr. F. S. Fayssoux' as
chairman, and Cadets W. W. Spearman, Mrf R. Leach, C. C. Sartor and
J. J. Lyons. The_ reception committee was composed of Cadets J. V.
Verner, the president, J. C. Mace,
the vice president, and C. L. Miller,
F. S. Smyley, F. B. Register and C.
C. Garrett.
The dance was chaperoned by Mrs. Henry, Mrs. Riggs,
Mrs. Johnston, Mrs. Ed. Shiver, and
Mrs. Hoke Sloan. Cadet J. V. Verner led the grand march with Miss
"Punkie" Sadler of Anderson, followed by Cadet J. C. Mace with
Miss "Max" Garrison of Gainesville,
Ga.
The other couples present were as
follows: Lieut, and Mrs. Emory,
Johnny Klenk with Mrs. Hamilton,
Cadet E. A. Smyth, with Miss Maud
Taylor of Greenville; Cadet L. A.
Hendricks with Miss Ruth Smith,
Cadet J,. P. Smith with Miss Marjorie
Watson of Greenville, Cadet D. F.
Livingston with Miss Harriet Trowbridge, Cadet T. C. Blount with Miss
Tottie Mae Miller, Cadet F. V. Smith
with Miss Rose Morgan, Cadet J.
T. Wigington with Miss Anna Dean
McFall, Cadet L. F. Horton with
Miss Lucile Spurgeon, Cadet J. P.
Guess with Miss Lillian Leightsey,
Cadet P. H. Hollingsworth with Miss
Vada Benton, Cadet T. R. Vogel with
Miss Mary Vogel, Cadet S,. C. Rice
with Miss Sadie Wilson, Cadet T. E.
P. Woodward with Miss Cleo Denny,
Cadet W. R. Smith with Miss Sybil
Cantrel, Cadet D. C. Clark with Miss
Mary McLure, Cadet W. A. Dukes
with Miss Frances Baldwin, Cadet
C. C. Sartor with Miss Allie Whitten, Cadet W. G. Turbyfill with Miss
Dot Reel, Cadet C. J. Cate with Miss
Georgia Harris, Cadet G. T. Bryan
with Miss Sallie Wallace, Cadet T.
P. Brown with Miss Margaret
Brown, Cadet T. M. Faris with Miss
Eloise Keith, Cadet W. P. Taber
with Miss Elizabeth Peterson, Cadet
J. W. Moseley with Miss Mattie Day
Vaughn, Cadet C. H. Ellison with
Miss Francis White, Cadet H. S.
Singley with Miss Jessie Earle Maxwell, Cadet Ed. Watkins with Miss
Myra Hunter, Cadet W. L. Balentine with Miss Alma
McLendon,
Cadet "Cub" Garrett with Miss Margaret McCully, Mr. Finlay Garrett
with Miss Neil Reynolds, Mr. Ed
Taylor with Miss Frances Lock, Cadet F. B. Register with Miss Frances
Marshall, Cadet Kirby with Miss
Ruth Keys, Cadet D. C. Ayers with
Miss Kate McFarland, and Cadet Legette with Miss Nellie Sue Pickens.
Refreshments were served during
the intermission with Mrs. S. M.
Martin, Mrs. Elias Earle, and Mrs.
Dargan officiating, assisted by Misses
Louise and Jean Klugh, Maria Martin, Mildred
Newman, Elizabeth
Dargan, and little Miss Johnston of
the campus.
The music was furnished by the
Clemson "Jungleers" which is composed of "Chink" Ricker, Arthur
Morgan, Allec Allan, Bill Ray, Luther Miller, and Ben Robertson.

On Saturday, November 11, the
Clemson corps of cadets rendered
homage to those Sons of Clemson
who made the supreme sacrifice, that
the world might be made safe for
Democracy. Armistice Day dawned
beautiful and clear, as perfect a fall
day as could be desired for the celebration of the close of the greatest war in all history.
A half holiday was declared, and
promptly at five o'clock in the afternoon,the corps was marched out to
the Memorial Grove. The regiment
was formed in a hollow square
around the grove. The college band
rendered an appropriate selection,
which gave the occasion that air of
solemnity, that music alone can do.
After a silent prayer by everybody,
the Reverend Mr. Goode led the assemblage in prayer.
Dr. W. M. Riggs, escorted by
Lieut. Col. L,. B. Dyches and Mr. G.
H. Griffin, representing the American Legion, decorated the Memorial
with a wreath of flowers. Then tae
Chirdren of the U. D. C. marched
thru the grove, and placed a wreath
at the base of each tree. After the
decorations, the band played the
"Star Spangled Banner." The military salute of three shots was then
eiven, and the buglers blew "Taps."
The cadets were then marched back
to barracks.
Only once a year coaies the opportunity for us to render tribute,
and show our love and appreciation
for the boys who are dearest to
Clemson, and dearest in the hearts
of South Carolinians. Clemson had
many sons in the service and not a
few of her sons, the flower of South
Carolina's manhood, lie 'neath the
poppies in Flanders Field. We
mourn them, yet we are proud that
'hey were willing to give their lives
for the principles for which Clemson stands.
LEGISLATORS VISIT CLEMSON

Among the visitors on the campus
last Friday were a number of the
legislators. These men came to see
Clemson as we, the students, see it.
Since it has never been the purpose
of the college to make things look
different from what they really are,
when these visitors come, they see
Clemson as she really is and not a
camouflaged faculty and studentbody.
The Legislators who come here to
visit us are generally those who have
never been here before. It has always been the plan of Dr. Riggs to
have these come first so that they
can see for themselves where Clemson's appropriations go. These men
are given the opportunity of seeing
exactly how each department functions so that they can decide if Clemson is as efficient as she should be.
It is thru the help of these men
that we are hoping to see Clemson
reach a higher goal. Clemson has a
higher goal in view but she must
have appropriations in order to
reach it—more so now than ever before because the fertilizer tax is very
small.
These Legislators chose Dr. D. M.
Crosson to speak in chapel, Dr. Crosson's address stated facts and was
not just an outpouring of highsounding words. It is such addresses
as this that the corps should have
more frequently.
The names of the legislators were:
J. B. Prickett, C. D. Nance, Dr. D.
M. Crosson, G. B. Timmerman, H. R.
The Last.
Sims, J. L. Spratt, H. H. Gross, W.
They sat alone in the moonlight,
And she soothed his troubled R. Watson, J. E. Beamguard, A. F.
Funderburk and S. W. Young.
brow—
"Dearest, I know my life's been fast,
But I'm on my last lap now!"
Down south there lived a negro
—Exchange.
who was crippled and consequently
was unable to do any manual labor
His wife was blessed with the un"Combustion."
Her—I don't believe we saw the common name of
original dancer of 'the seven veils' And as a result of this he was
called "Nitrogen," because he was
at all.
Hern—Of course not. But wasn't unable to support "Combustion."—
Orange Bowl.,
it a good take off?—Banter.

At No Time Was The Game in Doubt
Citadel Cadets Fought Hard
Play Straight Football—Make
Nineteen First Downs to OppoSeceders To Invade Tigers
nents Four—"Bull Lightsey Plays
AVonderful Game.
Tigertown Saturday The Tiger again asserted himself Saturday when he met the BullDode Phillips is Massing but the Er- dog and brought home the bacon by
skine Boys Have a Hard-Scrapping a safe margin of 18-0. Still remembering the tie of last year, Coach
Bunch.
Stewart's men were determined to
Next Saturday brings to Rigg's curb the vicious canine and adminField the Erskine Seceders minus istered a sound licking. This they
football
the services of one Dode Phillips, did by playing straight
All-State fullback in '2 2, and men- throughout the entire game. The
tioned by Walter Camp as one of the three touchdowns for the Tigers were
greatest backs of that year. No one the results of straight line work with
short pass which
at Clemson is shedding any tears of an occasional
grief on account of the fact that seemed to bewilder the Charlestothis lad is no longer on the Erskine nians. The three touchdowns were
squad. It will be remembered that made in the first half, while in the
Bulldogs came back
it was none other than this same second the
justly-famed Dode who was largely strong and tried desperately to cross
responsible for the Tigers roosting the last white line. The nearest they
on the small end of a 13-0 score last came to making a count was in the
season. The game and the circum- last half when after carrying the
stances surrounding it have not been ball to the Tiger's 10-yard line, Monforgotten by either the team or the tieth dropped backand tried a field
students and they are determined to goal, the ball going wild.
wipe the memory off the face of the
"Gilly" Dotterer ran
the team
earth. This, however, is going to be well the first half, kept the team
no easy task. Furman is the only moving fast, mixed his plays, and
team in the state which has piled was on the passing end on all gains
up any unusual score on the Sece- made by the air route. The passes
ders and they are a scrapping bunch. were very cleverly pulled and though
Until the Furman game they boast- usually for short gains kept the Bulled of the quality oi their defense. dogs guessing as to what was coming
It is certain that they will make a next. Zeigler received most of the
tremendous effort to come back Sat- passes and with his work at backurday. This Erskine game ought to ing up the line was one of the stars
be the real stuff for the Jungaleers of the game. Harmon and Dotterer
so far as the Furman game is con- swung around the ends for many subcerned. If the Seceders have such stantial gains. "Bull" Lightsey was
a defense as they are reputed to the outstanding star of the day. Playhave they will give the Tigers just ing in his alLSouthern style "Bull"
the kind of opposition they need. One was everywhere up and down the
thing is certain, it will be no set linne putting punch and fight into
up for Doc Stewart's eleven and they the team.
will be in there fighting all of the
The game started with the Citadel
time.
receiving and Covington running the
punt back 25 yards to the 35-yard
line.Fuller kicked out of bounds on
Clemson's 35-yard line. Then came
h
the Tiger's first march of seventy
yards to a touchdown. Aided by one
pass the Purple and Gold backs carried the ball by straight line bucks,
it taking six first downs to make the
distance. "Butch" Hollahan was the
war horse in this drive, making from
Rats Outplayed by the Furman two to twelve yards at a clip over
Freshmen Team in a Fast Exthe line. "Butch" carried the ball
hibition—Final Score 13-0.
over for the first touchdown but Dotterer missed the drop kick for the
Playing on Manly Field in Green- extra point.
ville, the young Clemson Tigers met
The Citadel again received and
defeat at the hands of the Furman Fuller returned the ball 15-yards to
Freshman team last Friday after- the 27-yard line. Making only seven
noon.
The young Tigers, though yards in three downs, Fuller punted
outplayed, were not out-fought and to his 47-yard line. Then started the
went down fighting to the last in true second march down the field. DotTiger style. For two periods the terer, Hollahan, Zeigler, and HarRats held Furman scoreless. Time mon carried the ball alternately, and
and again the Rats would hold Fur- when a long gain was needed Dotterman for downs when their goal line er flipped the oval to Zeigler for
was threatened. Furman's first score a pass. The period ended with the
came in the third quarter on an in- ball on the Citadel's five-yard line.
tercepted forward pass. Klugh at- With the beginning of the second petempted a forward pass on his 33- riod Hollahan made three then Zeigyard line which was intercepted by ler carried it over for a touchdown.
Minich, who ran the remaining 20 Hollahan failed at a place kick.
yards for a touchdown. Riley kicked
The Charlestonians came back
goal from placement.
strong in the third period and it
Furman did not score again until looked for a time as if they were
the fourth quarter. A well executed going to break a record and be the
forward pass from Brunson to Riley first South Carolina team to cross
netted 50 yards and a touchdown the Tiger goal. Clemson received
Brunson missed goal from a place- fhe kick and ran it back 30 yards.
ment kick. Score: Furman
13; Then followed three first downs in
Clemson 0.
succession after which a bad pass to
In the final period the Rats un- Robinson cost ten yards. A fifteencovered a series of dazzling for- vardpenalty forced Clemson to punt
ward passes which carried their and the ball was touched by a Clemwithin scoring distance. An at- son back. A five-yard penalty put it
tempted field goal and the referee's on the fifteen yard line.
Citadel
>'histle kept the Rats from scoring. made five through the line and then
Klugh, Wray, Fewell and Hagood were penalized half the distance to
were the principals in the aerial at- fhe goal. Fuller punted out of
tack which kept the entire Furman bounds on his 35-yard line.
team guessing in the final period.
Clemson failed to gain and the
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 3)
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EDITORIAL
Oh, you bucket of football dope!
Who turned you over this time?
Well, well, well, another State
team's scalp tucked under the Tiger's belt. This time it happened
to be the Citadel Bulldogs who were
the unlucky ones. Our men tell us
that those same Bulldogs were some
scrappers, that they never did acknowledge that they were beaten,
that they staged a spectacular comeback in the second half. The Citadel cadets have always shown themselves to be the very best of sportsmen, and they are no mean team for
anyone to tackle.
It is evident that the Purple Hurricane must indeed have been convinced that they could
not gain
thru the Gamecock's line, for nearly
every play was a pass. That might
have been all right at that, if only
it could have been the Furman men
who connected up with the passes
instead of Metzger's men. It seemed
that the Carolina men knew exactly
how to return each pass to the best
of advantage. Well, this only means
one thing—the Tigers will have to
put out to lick the Purple Hurricane
on the 25th. In fact, this just means
that the Furman bunch will really
fight to redeem themselves in the
eyes of the State—and that the Tigers will have to use a much lighter
team to combat a heavier team that
has been awakened (rather roughly).
The Tiger staff wishes to take
this opportunity of thanking President and Mrs. Riggs for the dinner
given them on last Sunday. All of the
staff enjoyed the occasion as only
Clesmon men can enjoy something
of the kind. One or two of the members of the "Bunch" were absent,
and we, the ones who were there,
can certainly sympathize with them
for what they missed. As entertainers Dr. and Mrs. Riggs cannot
be beaten, and we, the Tiger Staff,
wish to express our appreciation to
both of them.
Again Christmas draws near; each
day brings it nearer, and there are
only a few more days that intervent before the long looked for
Christmas holidays. This year there
will not have to be any examinations to stand before the days of
merry-making, but this does not
mean that the students should drop
everything and prepare for having
a good time during those holidays.
On the contrary, it means that the
cadets have got to get down to work
and really learn the subjects that
they are going over in order that
they will be able to make a creditaable showing on the first semester
examinations which are to be held
in Janaury. Many object to the semester plan due to the fact that the
Christmas Holidays come into the
term just before the examinations
are given, but on the other hand.
one might argue that these holidays
only give the student a breathing
space before the final test.
If the
professors do not forget that there
is such a thing as the law of forgetting, and that this law reigns
supreme during the Holidays, then
indeed Christmas will be a boon to
all—even the professors themselves.

A FRIEND OF THE CADETS

TIGERS DOWN BULLDOGS 18-0.

LYCEUM NUMBER ENJOYED

In "Mother Mid" the Clemson cadets have one of their staunchest
friends. She is interested in everyone of them and is always ready to
help some poor boy out of trouble.
If you are worried over something
that seems difficult to you, just go
to see "Mother Mid" and see how
soon, before she has a plan that will
help you wonderfully. And when it
comes to decorating places, she certainly knows her business. Ask anybody who was on last year's JuniorSenior decorating committee what
she did to help the classes, and they
will tell you that she did all of the
brain work and that the boys merely executed her ideas.
She also
helped design the Junior decorations
for the last dance and they are certainly out of the ordinary.
She
knows only the boys who drop
around to see her, so if you want
to know a real friend who will be
glad to see you—go to see "Mother
Mid."

(Continued from page 1).

Probably the best lyceum number
so far this year, was enjoyed by the
cadets and the residents of the campus last Saturday evening. Mr. William Rainey Bennett, one of the best
lecturers in the country, spoke to a
delighted audience in the college
chapel.
His hearers were comparatively
few in numbers at the beginning of
the lecture, but quite a large crowd
came in later in the evening.
Mr.
Bennett did not announce his subject at first, but 'his lectune was
mainly on "Optimism", and on "Finding One's Self." It could be easily
seen that Mr. Bennett was a true
optimist. As an orator, he was delightful, thrilling his audience at
all times. He gave some humorous
anecdotes and some very witty jokes.
Mr. Bennett spoke of the wonderful
opportunities which America has had
for Christianizing the world, and
how we should meet that opportunity should we ever have it again. ■
He told one story which particularly impressed the audience. The
"Catching of a Black Wolf" was the
title of the story. It was an excellent illustration of how the world
hates a quitter; and how the honors
go to those who stick to the task.
It is so often the case that the
students here attend only the musical programs, and miss some great
lectures. All who were present were
delighted with Mr. Bennett's lecture;
and those who were not present do
not know what they missed in the
way of a real treat.

A PLEA FOR THE OLD GYM.
The cadet corps has been informed
that the president and the director
of the Agricultural department intend to partition the old dance hall
and to make class roms of it.
Every college is surrounded with
its traditions—some more sacred
than others. The old gym is as certainly a center of college life as is
any other edifice on the campus. It
is here that the classes have given
their dances since the Agricultural
Building was constructed, and it is
here that the classes still think it
fitting and appropriate that the
dances be given. Many or the Alumni and ladies of our state look back
in the dim past of memories and
think of the good times they have
had in the old Clemson gym, and
they will regret to see it partitioned.
The hall is a place of traditions and
is dear to many Clemson students.
Then the official dances given by
the clubs are by no means the only
times that the cadets enjoy the
dance hall. Often after supper a
crowd of boys will wonder down to
the Ag. Building and have a lively
"male" dance. Often the hall is
crowded. The boys really enjoy
themselves and thus the old place
looms as a recreational center again.
Many of these boys come to learn
the art of dancing at these informal
affairs, and they join in asking that
the old hall be left intact.
The hall is about the right size for
the crowd at the Clemson dances.
It has an admirable floor and can be
artistically decorated at a very small
expense. This is not so of the new
Gym. On the new structure, the
hall is entirely too large for our
dances except for special occasions.
The orchestra cannot fill the hall
with music and it is so constructed
that when decorated, it will necessitate an unnecessary expenditure.
The floor is also bad. The new gymnasium is used for basketball practice and it will be only at special
f
imes that the boys can use it. Thus
the informal dances that the boys
enjoy every night will be eliminated.
The old dance hall is a campus
center also. The faculty give dances
here and the ladies often hold bazaars and other meetings in the
building.
If it be possible to leave the dance
hall as it stands, the oadet corps
and especially the members of the
dancing clubs would be greatly gratified.
UNOFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE
Dear Poultry Specialist:
I have some hens which have been
drooping around the yard for several days and now they nave fallen
over stiff. What seems to be the
trouble?
Dear Poultry Raiser:
I have your letter aDout your
chickens. From your description I
would say that they are dead.
Dear Gentlemen:
I have some weevils in my cotton averaging a foot and a half high.
What shall I do?
Dear Brother:
Leave home at once and stay away
until after the first heavy snow.
My Kind Sirs.
Can you give me any information
on Annual Husbandry?
Dear Madam:
You should correspond with a
matrimonial agency.
Gentlemen:
My neighbors chickens practically
live in my yard. What do you suggest?
Dear Sir:
When neighbor hens infest your yard
And seem about to stay,
Pray don't get sore and call the
guard;
Make nests for them to lay.
Perhaps She Did.
Mr. Nutt—I think your daughter
recited remarkably well.
Landlady—Yes. All she needs is
a short course in electrocution to
finish her off, you might say.—Selected.

ball went over. The bulldogs were
playing their best ana trying desperately to score. An exchange oi punts
opened the third period. Covington,
Aicuowell, and Fuller made two flrst
Qowns. un an excnange oi punts
Wmte brought the ball bacK to
(Jlemson's 40-yard line.
Covington
uiaue tour, then a pass to Wienberg
neaed twenty. Covmgton and McDowell in two downs placed the bull
on (Jlemson's ten-yard line. Montieth dropped and tried a field goal
but failed. The ball was Clemson s
on her own twenty-yard line. Clemson failed to gain, and after an exchange of punts the game ended with
the ball in Clemson's possession on
her own eighteen-yard line.
The Tigers worked nine passes for
7 5 yards, had seven grounded and
one intercepted. The Citadel completed four for 35 yards, had four
grounded
and
one intercepted.
Clemson
registered nineteen first
downs to the Citadel's four.
The teams fought hard and they
played football. The battle was exceptionally clean and devoid of any
roughness.
Both teams were well supplied
with sponsors, and beautiful sponsors they were. The Charleston alumni were much in evidence and had
the Clemson side of the field decorated with appropriate colors.
Line-up and summary:
Clemson (18)
Citadel (0)
Webb
LE.
Cantey
Lightsey
LT.
Peterkin
Tennant
LG.
Corley
Harvey
C,.
Temple
Jackson
RG.
Howard
Shockley
RT.
Wagner
Wray
RE.
Lee
Dotterer
QB.
White
Zeigler
LHB.
Fuller
Harmon
RHB.
Weinberg
Hollohan
FB.
Covington
Score by periods:
Clemson
6
12
0
0—18
Citadel
0
0
0
0— 0
Scoring touchdowns: Hollohan 2;
Zeigler 1.
Substitutions: Clemson—Williams
for Hollohan, Emanuel for Webb,
Robinson for Zeigler, Webb for
Emanual; Hollohan for Williams
Burton for Harmon, Wilson for Jackson, Turnipseed for Dotterer; Bailes
for Shockley, Harmon for Robiason;
Wiliams for Webb.
Citadel: McDowell for Weinberg;
Weinberg for McDowell; Holmes for
Howard; Benson for Lee, Sheppard
for Corley; McDowell for Weinberg;
Weinberg for Benson; Montieth for
Fuller.
Officials: Referee, Perry (Sewanee); umpire, Norman (Roanoke).
Time of Quarters, fifteen minutes.
RATS

LOSE TO
LITTLE HURRICANE.
(Continued from page 1)

Herlong was the outstanding star
for the Furman team and this husky
halfback tore thru the Rats line for
consistent gains. Furman's line was
nearly impregnable and the Rats
were forced to resort to an aerial
attack.
Line-up and summary:
Clemson
Position
Furman
Few ell
LE.
Tilehman
Strother
LT.
McElreen
Bowles
LG.
Blackwell
Lightsey
C.
Robinson
Fulmer
RG.
Orr
Thackston
RT.
Brown
Verderey
RE.
Minnick
Stewart (C)
QB.
Riley
Klugh
LH.
Galloway
Newman
RH. Harrell (C)
Bankhead
FB.
Herlong
Substitutes: Furman—Brunson for
Galloway; Waters for Riley; Yeldell
for Galloway; Bruce for Minnick;
Brunson for Yeldell.
Clemson-—Quinn for Thackston;
Hagood for Newman; Wray for Verderey; Burnett for Lightsey; Bradley for Hagood; Verderey for Wray.
Officials: Black (Davidson) referee; Holmes (John Hopkins) head
linesman; Juhan (Sewanee) umpire.
FRESHMEN

ADOPT
HONOR

SYSTEM

The Freshman Class held a meeting in the Chapel on Monday, November 7th, the purpose of which was
to discuss the honor system. Mr. H.
D. Webb, president of last year's
man class, gave a very inter: and encouraging talk, in
which he explained the University
of Virginia honor system as adopted
by his class last year and urged its
adoption by the present Freshman
class. After this talk, which was
appreciated by every one, the class
adjourned for long roll.
On Wednesday night the class met
a earn, and after hearing several short
talks on the subject, voted unanimously to adopt the system. After
the adoption of the system, the Honor Committee was elected. The members of it are C. C. Hawkins, L. D.
DeLoach, W. W. Bryan, Frank Hasood, R. L. Culler, W. F, Bost, Johnstone, and Thomas. There being no
other business to come before the
meeting, the class adjourned.

THE COLLEGE WORK—REPORTS
Four reports on class standing
and discipline are sent to' parents
and guardians during the ssssion.
The first report mailed about the
middle of November is to be regarded as a tentative estimate based on
the first nine weeks of the season.
This grade is not entered on the
permanent record and a student who
is behind can by industry and application redeem his record before the
close of the semester.
The second report mailed about
the first week in Febrnuary covers
the first semester of eighteen weeks
and is a final official record for this
period.
A third report, sent out during
the second weeks in April, like the
November report, is a tentative estimate covering the first half of the
second semester.
Immediately after Commencement
in June the final report for the second semester is sent out. With this
last report is a statement of the student's standing for the whole session.
The standing of a student in his
classes is indicated by the following
letters:
E—Excellent. The highest grade
given. Indicates that the student is
doing work of a very high character.
S—Satisfactory. A grade indicating work that is satisfactory though
not of a high order.
P—Pass/able. Grade for work not
up to the average and not satisfactory. The lowest passing grade.
(A student should have grades above
"P" on the majority of his subjects.)
D—Conditioned. Grade for work
that is not a complete failure and
which in the opinion of the instructor may be made up by additional
study and by passing a special examination during the September "makeup" period.
F—Failed. Grade indicating that
a student knows so little of the subject that it must be repeated in order
that full credit be received. (During
'he session 1921-22 only about four
out of one hundred grades were
"F.'s")
I—Incomplete—Not a grade but
indicates that the student's work is
incomplete due to absence from
classes or other causes.
(A grade
is not given until the omitted or
postponed work has been made up.)
If at the end of the first semester
(January 27th, 19 23) a student has
made grades "D" and "F" on more
than 9 credit hours he will be required to withdraw from college. If
at the end of the session in June
he has grades of "D" and "F" on
more than 18 credit hours he will
not be allowed to return the next
session. This means that a student
who fails on approximately one-half
of his work is not eligible to continue in college or to return. Such
a student is wasting both time and
money by remaining in college and
may be a bad example to others as
well.
A student may be given the opportunity to remove not more than 10
credit hours of conditions (grade
"D") during the "make-up" period
in September. As many as eight
credit hours of failures (grade "F")
may be taken over during the regular session. During the Summer
School as many as 8 credit hours of
freshman and sophomore work may
be taken over.
Honorable Mention.
In order to stimulate scholarship
and good conduct the names of
students, who at the end of a semester (a) have passed on all subjects.
(b) have no work to make up. and
(c) who have not more -han 30 demerits; will be read to the student

body in chapel and published in the
Tiger—the college
paper. Special
notices will also be sent to each
parent or guardian.
The standard set is not so high but
that any earnest well behaved student
may attain to it, and not so low as
to be without honor.
A

SERBIAN HERDSMAN'S CONTRIBUTION TO TELEPHONY

Conspicuous among hundreds of
inventions which
have brought
Amerca's telephone systems to their
high development are those of Dr.
Michael Idvorsky Pupin. They are
highly scientific in character and
based upon the wave transmission of
sound and electricity.
Although for many years an
American citizen by adoption, Michael Pupin was born in a village near
ade, Serbia. At the age of
twelve he began summer vacation
service with other boys as assitant
to the guardians of the villagers'
herd of oxen, and at the same time
his studying in Nature's own laboratory of the wave transmission of
sound.
Now, among the arts of the herdsmen in which the boys were trained,
was the art of listening through the
ground. A knife with a long wooden handle was stuck in the ground.
One boy who was being trained
would put his ear to the handle and
listen, while another boy, thirty or
forty yards away, would strike his
knife similarly stuck in the ground.
The first boy would have to tell the
direction and guess the distance.
This first lesson in wave transmission set young Pupin thinking. He
soon observed, as herdsmen before
him had, that sounds from the knife
carry much farther through hard
solid ground than through plowed
ground.
The long nights of watching afforded much time for observing
sounds and thinking about them.
Thoughts started in the lad's mind
on those Serbian plains continued
to evolve as he went from the village school
to the academy at
Prague; when he ran away from the
unbearable confinement of the academy, after the freedom of the plains,
and came to America, and as he made
his way through many difficulties to
a higher education in the sciences in
the universities and laboratories of
America and Europe.
Finally those germs of thought
bore fruit in many scientific discoveries and inventions having to do
with wave transmission, especially
of sound and electricity. Among
these inventions was the Pupin
'loading coil," which greatly advanced the possibilities of successful
long-distance telephony.
In the
whole world today there are more
than three-quarter of a million Pupin
coils in use in telephone lines, of
which 60 0,000 are in the United
States.
WRITE FOR YOUR HOME PAPER
Give the Folks Back Home the News
at Clemson.
It is the aim of the Student Newspaper Correspondents' Club to furnish the local papers all over the
state with brief news of Clemson
and Clemson students, says Mr. A.
B. Bryan, who is acting as "guide,
philosopher and friend" of the club
in directing its activities and who
hopes to build up the club membership so that most, if not all, parts
of the state will
get news from
Clemson.
The club now has a membership
of over twenty, but there are still
a good many counties whose newspapers do not have correspondents
in the club, and Mr. Bryan urges
students from those counties to
talk it over and have one of their
number join the club and thus render a real service to his home paper and people, to the college, and
to himself.
The newspapers in the following
counties are without correspondents
in the club:
Allendale, Bamberg,
Barnwell, Beaufort, Berkeley, Calhoun, Chester,
Darlington, Dillon,
Dorchester,
Edgefield,
Fairfield,
Georgetown, Greenwood, Kershaw,
Lancaster, Laurens, Lee, Marion,
Marlboro,
McCormick,
Oconee,
Orangeburg, Saluda,
Spartanburg,
Union, Williamsburg.
Those who wish to join the club
may give their names to President
J. M. Dunlap, Secretary M. C. Ellison or A. B. Bryan.
A recent marriage of much interest to the members of the class '16,
is that of E. A. Miehl and Miss Lucile Harper of Birmingham, Ala.
Mr. Miehl, or better
known as
"Dutch", was well known on the
Clemson Gridiron as a crack end.
"Dutch" is at present with the
Standard Oil Co., in Memphis, Tenn.
having under his control the sales
force for the Memphis teritory. Two
other members of the wedding party
were R. F. Wright, '16, and H. W.
Brown, '18, both of whom are with
the Westinghouse Electric Co., of
Birmingham.
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Flowing.
Smith: "How's the liquor question
in the West."
Jones (who has just returned):
"No question at all. Why in one
town I was in, the water had been
turned off tor a week and the inhabitants didn't know it until they had
a fire.—Exchange.
Charlotte—That man I was talking to bored me awfully, but I don't
think I showed it. Every time I
yawned I hid it with my hand.
Fred (trying to be gallant—Really I don't see how so small a hand
could hide—that is—ah, er—oh,
let's take a walk.—Teaser.
Thass All.
itor.
"Didn't the story appear as
SOCIAL EVENTS OF NOTE
you gave it to us, namely that you
had resigned as city treasurer.'"
In Honor of Bliss Hoffman.
Etiquette.
"It did.' But you put it under the
Room 300 was the scene of a deA great many rules of etiquette head,
'Public Improvements.' "—
lightful jumbo party one night last
have been published from time to Sacramento Bee.
Tuesday, given by Mr. Benjamin
time, especially rules on table etiRobertson in honor of Miss "Pete"
quette. However,
I'm publishing
'Tis sad to love,
Hoffman, whose engagement was anfor the first time an entirely new set
But, oh, how bitter,
nounced to Mr. "Arrowood" Fletchof rules which I hope the dear kaTo love a girl.
er, the ceremony to take place some
dets will find useful. I abide by
Whose face don't lit her.
The 'Occasion
these simple rules and have found
—Miss. Hts. Review. time in December.
presented a striking scene of Inthat by using them one can slide
dian Summer, and late Fall. The
thru a six-course dinner without
An Epitaph.
making a break.
Here lies the remains of Percival room was profusely decorated in
ferns and cut flowers, which blendGentlemen I give the following:
Sapp,
(1.) Don't tuck your napkin un- Who drove his car with a girl on his ed in perfectly with a background
of goldenrods.
der your collar; tie it around your
lap.
During the afternoon refreshneck.
—Cardinal and Cream.
ments were served consisting of
(2) Don't scratch your ear with
Teacher—Billy, spell "wrong."
jumbo's, baked by the renowed
a piece of celery; use your fork.
Billy—r-o-n-g.
"Fatty" Jackson, and a delicious
(3) When you spill coffee on the
Teacher—That's wrong.
table or on the hostess' new dress,
Billy—That's what you asked me iced course. Col. Emanuel officiating at the punch bowl. After the
don't feel bad about it; just laugh to spell.—Selected.
refreshments Mr. "Rip" Sanders
heartily and the hostess will think
you did it as a practical joke.
Prof, in history class)—What do sang a delightful solo, entitled:
"Altho my Grandfather was a Con(4) Don't eat olives with a knife; you know of the age of Elizabeth?
federate
Veteran, he wore a Union
stick 'em with a toothpick.
Rat King (dreamily)—She'll be
Suit."
(5) If anything lacks salt or has nineteen next May.
The bride-elect, a popular young
too much salt, call the cook in and
bawl her out. The hostess will apFred—So you
didn't feel the debutante of Blythwood, was truly
beautiful, in a gown of blue chiffon,
preciate this.
earthquake a few days ago?
(6) Be sure that the silver is not
Ned—No; I was riding in a taxi. and low neck slippers ("a La O'bergois").
The groom, a popular
marked before you drop it in your —Judge.
young planter of Bennettsville, wore
pocket.
(7) If the soup is too hot don't
"I know that my wife lied to me a grey tweed suit, and black low
quarter brogues.
blow it; take the dish out on the before we were engaged."
After the party dancing was reporch and run up and down with it
"What do you mean."
(the dish, not the porch).
"When I asked her to marry me sorted to until the wee small hours
,(8) Cheer lustily when the des- she said she was agreeable;."—Se- of the night.
sert is servedlected.
(9)
Don't talk with a mouth
RADIO—A LIBERAL EDUCATION
full; it interferes with one's chewPrisoner—Thank you Judge, for
ing.
the sentence.
By E. F. W. Alexanderson, Chief
(10)
When leaving
the table
Judge—Why thank me?
I gave
Engineer, Radio Corporation
don't jump up; brace your feet on you sixty days.
of America.
the table legs and shove your chair
Prisoner—After I heard my lawbackward.
yer speak I thought you would give
me life.—Punch Bowl.
An eminent specialist on adminisThere was a young lady named Stella
tration told me once that all execuWho in summer wore furs and um"Did you ever hear a day break tives should have engineering trainbrella.
when the night falls?"
ing-. This has not been possible in
Three ounces, no more
"No, but I've seen a son beam the past ,but it is becoming possiWeighed the dress that she wore
with moonshine."—Sun Dodger.
ble now, because the scientific eduWhen the weather was colder than
cation of our engineering schools
hela.
The best way to entertain some and institutions produces trained
—Bo's'n's Pipe.
folks is just to listen in and let minds which have been found to
them broadcast.—Selected.
have superior qualifications in all
Cadet H. H. H (to Anderson ColPositions.
Girls of Yesterday.
Tt is true that engineering is a
lege Senior)—Do you know Miss
Bell over at the college? I think Where are the girls of yesterday ? part of a liberal education, alongGone with the grandmothers old and side of mathematics and Latin, it is
she's a day cadet.
particularly true of electrical engingray.
My conscience hurts fellows.
I
can't lay that on Heyward 'cause Gone with the gentlemen gallant and eering, and I venture to say that of
all branches of electrical engineergay,
I said it myself.
ing, radio engineering has the greatGone are the girls of yesterday.
Into the land of the rose and the rue, est educational value. To prove this
Love.
Into the land where our dreams come thesis I should like to point out
Love is not a face or figure;
some of the interesting aspects of
true,
Love is not a smile or frown;
Vanished forever from our view,
radio engineering.
Love is not a thing created
A technical subject, to have an
Are the girls of yesterday.
From the heavens handed down.
educational value, should have theLove is faith, dear, without measure, Into the spotlight's blinding glare
oretical, practical and human asTwo hearts beating true—
A gay grandmother with red gold pects.
Love is one's life's golden treasure;
From a theoretical point of view,
hair
Love, sweetheart, is loving you.
And a painted doll at which men radio engineering has extraordinary
I don't know how the above little
possibilities. It presents a set of
stare,
poem got in my column but I'm Steps forth the girl of today.
phenomena of the most varied nagonna let it stay because I like it. From out the past some golden ture, all of which are capable of exI'm not in love or anything like
act and logical analysis. Wave mogleam
that but—but—oh nobody—that is The perfect girl of which we dream, tion in space, wave motion in wires,
—aw nothin'.
absorption of energy in a semi-conThe girl of tomorrow.
—Selected. ducting ground under an antenna;
oscillating circuits, electronic disIf you contribute jokes or articles
for "Humor" don't be discouraged
Mother—Come on, Johnny; let us charge in vacuum under the influence of electric and magnetic fields;
if you don't see them in next is- see "Blood and Sand."
sue of The Tiger. I keep everything
Johnny—I don't want to; I just the behavior of iron in a high freon ice and sooner or later you can saw it in a foot ball game.—Selected. quency magnetic field, etc., almost
ad infinitum.
point with pride to a certain joke or
The practical aspects of radio enpoem and say, "I sent that in."
His Revenge.
gineering are no less numerous, and
I was taking luncheon with a
Cadet (in cafeteria)—A little friend the other day who bus a lit- so well known that they need not be
mentioned specifically. In relation
service please.
tle boy about three years old. As
Fair One—Don't kick; we give as a very special favor, and TO please to the experimenter and educator,
the practical aspect of the technique
little" as possible.
me, his mother allowed him to come has, however, a greater significance
to the table. He behaved very well
in any other branch of enginBe sure that Dad gets that ole during the first part of the lunch, eering. Other theoretical experimid-term report.
He'll think it's and his mother was feeling quite menters must work under artificial
proud of him. When the dessert conditions in a laboratory, whereas
the joke of the season (maybe).
came on the table, and proved to the radio experimenter is in touch
Him—"You got some lipsol on .be ice cream, his favorite dessert, with the ultimate realities. He has
the small boy wanted a second help- the whole world for his laboratory,
my cigarette."
.
Her—"I hope you don t mind? ing. This his mother would not al- and therein he may choose at will
Him—"No—in fact, I rather like low him. "If you don't give me what asistance he desires for his vasome," he said, "I'll tell on you." rious experiments. He may mingle
the taste of it."
Her—"Then why take it second- His mother still refused, and the with his fellows in the vagaries of
youngster called out: "If you don't short-wave work, and he may reach
hand?"—Selected.
give it to me before I count ten, I'll out over the continent some night
tell. One, two, three, four, five, six, with his own transmitter, even spanDiner—Look here, this steak isn't
seven, eight, nine, ten." His mother ning the Atlantic when all conditions
fit for a dog to eat!
Manager—Sorry,
sir;
if you 11 still paid no attention to him, and happen to be in his favor.
He may prefer to gather in the
wait five minutes I'll send you up he shouted out, "My pants are made
out of the window curtain."—Har- "free speech" that, so appropriately,
one that is.—Selected.
per's Magazine.
is available in this country of ours,
and, by enlarging the tiny incomThe politician rushed past the ofing words to giant size, he can fill a
The Only Danger.
ficial Cerberus into the editorial
Customer (with week's beard— huge hall with the whispers of somesanctum.
"What do you mean?" he roared. Do you think that old razor will do one hundreds of miles away. He
may listen to the ships dotting the
"What do you mean by insulting me it?
Barber—It will, sir—if the handle ocean, or he may choose the longer
as you did in last night's Courier? '
wave lengths till the giant voices
"Just a moment," replied the ed- don't break.—London Tit-Bits.
By DICK
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which talk from land come to him
and he hears a dozen countries talking to each other. Tlie inspiring
thought comes to him after a time
that the majority of them speak his
own language.
Over every
field
of endeavor
stretches the field of the radio transmitter. In an airplane speeds a
young engineer, testing out some
new form of radio compass, or .a
newly developed transmitter.
On land, he learns the fascinations
of the railroad world, as he talks
from the Twenlieth Ceniury Limited to some distant signal tower.
He joins hands with the entertainers of the world as he speeds their
joyousness, through the medium of
the broadcasting station, to lonely
homes afar.
He mingles with the telephone engineers, in their orderly mazes, as
he sends the wired word by wireless. In the huge transoceanic stations he sees all the solidity and order of any other power station.
At sea, he installs a telephone radio set and calls up Land Central
to plug him in to some local desk
telephone in a city in the Middle
eWst.
Even under the sea, he listens in
on the loop antenna ot a submerged
under-water craft, and catches the
orders of the flagship above.
The radio engineer is one of the
most broadminded of the entire engineering
fraternity, because he
meets with, and exchanges ideas
with so many other engineers of divergent callings, in the pursuit of
his daily task.
ALUMNI NOTES
It might be of interest to the
Alumni who are engineers to know
that "Florida State Board of Engineers" accepts a diploma from Clemson as a part of the requirement
for license to practice professional engineering in Florida. One has
to be a graduate of an engineering
school of recognized good reputation and has been engaged in engineering work for at
least four
years and during that period has
had charge of engineering work as
principal or assistant for at least
one year. This information was furnished by Mr. F.
M. Reeves, 17,
Resident Engineer, Catherine, Ala.
Mr. Reeves has just recently received
his license from Florida, and he is
the only Clemson man holding such
a position.

D. A. Sanders, '20, is a student in
the veterinary division Kansas Agricultural College, Manhattan, Kan.
F. E. Thomas, '22, is a student engineer at the General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.
N. R. Salley, '22, is teacher of
vocational agriculture and director
of athletics for Madison
County
High Schools, Gurley, Ala.
L. W. Burdette, '18, is an electrical
engineer and draftsman for J. E.
Sirrine & Co., of Greenville, S. C.
Another wedding
of widespread
interest is that of Mr. C. C. Graves
and Miss Elita Bird of Laugatuch,
Michigan. After his graduation
from Clemson in '20, Mr. Graves
took a students test course in the
General Electric Co., and is now
working in Detroit, Mich.
SUPER VACUUM TUBE.
The largest vacuum tube ever
made, has just been developed in
the Research Laboratories of the
General Electric Company. It is of
one million watts capacity (1,000
KW.) and is 50 times greater than
any tube now in use.
The tube
weighs 60 pounds. It would light
40,000 25-watt lamps or supply
energy to almost 1,500
average
homes. The filament is a rod of tungsten so large that if drawn out into
filament of the size used in the average electric lamp, it would make 5 0
miles of filament; or it would make
filament for 175,000 such lamps. The
light given off during the operation
would amount
to 40,000 candle
power.
The creation of this great unit
grew out of a desire to produce tubes
for general power purposes, as well
as radio, and thus open up the possibility of a new field for the vacuum
tube. This development has been in
charge of Dr. A. W. Hull, noted for
his vacuum tube development work.
Heard at Oamp McClellan
Anniston Girl—"Officer, Officer.
Catch that man! He tried to flirt
with me."
Officer—(Consolingly) — "Never
mind, Miss, there'll be another along
in a minute."

He: "Going to have dinner anyL. W. Morgan, 21, is teaching Vocational Agriculture in the Orange- where tonight?"
burg high school, Orangeburg, S. C.
She (eagerly): "No, not that I
know of."
J. F. Auten, 22, is a salesman for
He: "Gee, you'll be awfully hunEnterprise Lumber Co., Hartsville,
gry by morning.''—Reflector.
S. C.
Mr. Rudolph Fermer has gone U
H. F. L. Hoffmeyer, '21, is now a Florence
locomotive fireman for the Southern
Railway, with headquarters in CoA GOOD WHITEWASH
lumbia, S. C.
W. S. Middleton, '22, is a graduate assistant in horticulture at the
University of West Virginia, Morgan
Town, West Va.
C. E. Patterson, '21, is teaching
in Hudson, N. C.
W. R. Lamette, '21, of Jersey City,
N. J., is an engineer in the Production Public Service Electric Co.
C W. Marston, '08, is a salesman
for Thomas Robert & Co., of Philadelphia, with his headquarters in
Urbanna, Va.
H, M. Parnell, '22, is teaching in
Greelyville, S. C.
F T. Wilhite, '2 2, is a student
apprentice Westinghouse Manufacturing Co., in Wilkensbury, Pa.

seekers after a good formula for
whitewash will find it in the one
given below as recommended by the
United States Department of Agriculture.
Government Whitewash.
Take one-half bushel of unslaked
lime and slake it with warm water.
Cover- it while slaking to keep in the
steam. Strain through a fine seine
or strainer. Dissolve 8 quarts of salt
in the warm water; make a thin
paste and while boiling hot stir in
one-half pound of Plaster of Paris
and one pound of glue, which has
been previously dissolved over a slow
fire. Add all of this to the strained
lime solution and mix well, then add
5 gallons of hot water. Let whole
mixture stand for three or four days.
It should be put on hot, with a small
brush. Coloring may be added, as
Spanish brown or yellow or common
clay.

Announcement!
THE WOMAN'S EXCHANGE, under the auspices of
the Presbyterian Auxiliary, solicits orders for Pies, Cakes,
Rolls, Rosettes, Potato Chips, Cheese Straws, Candy, Etc.
Orders will be taken for plain and fancy sewing.
The Exchange will cater for dinners, receptions, etc.
An opening sale will be held at the home of Mrs. Marshall on Tuesday, November 28th, from 2:00 till 5:30 p. m.,
and on each succeeding Thursday afternoon from 4:00 till
6:00 p. m. Articles will be displayed for sale.
All orders and remittances must be received by a member of the committee in charge.
Mrs. J. L. Marshall
Mrs. D. H. Henry
Mrs. S. R. Rhodes
Mrs. W. H. Mills
Mrs. R. N. Brackett

Mrs. W. P. Sloan

DOPE FROM THE GRID
BY GENE
ONE MORE OPPONENT safely
out of the way and the Tiger's goal
line is still intact.
The varsity is
sail heads up and fighting all the
time. Only two more state games
on the schedule and the race is
over.
IT SEEMS that Butch Holohan and Fr'ancis Zeigler were the
shining' lights on the team in the
Citadel game. These two heaviest backs may be just rounding
into form. Their line plunging tactics would be a welcome
addition to the Tiger offense on
or about November 25th.
THE TRIP to the Bottry City was
very successful and the team returns with many words of praise
for the hospitality of the Charleston
Alumni and friends of Clemson. This
is the kind of spirit that wins football games and we are strong for
the Charleston chapter.
THE SHIFT of the Erskine
game to Biggs' Field will be a
decided advantage since it will
enable every Tiger to be present
with his support. This is especially true in the face of the battle with Furman in Greenville
next week.
THE ARGUMENT with the Seceders isn't anything to smile over.
There are five hundred Tigers who
can tell you of a day just about a
year ago when Dode Phillips and
his ten running mates came to Clemson and carried a highly prized tootball back to Due West with them.
THAT WAS
the Seceders's
greatest achievement and high
up on the standpipe in the Holy
City the score 13-0 still remains
to remind the inhabitants of the
game.... It is up to us to see that
these Erskine guys get all that
is due them on that account.
THE GAMECOCK, weekly publication from Carolina carries two
paragraphs as follows.
"Well, we lost a good one."
"Also lost TO a good one."
Well done Carolina. That's a bit
of real sportsmanship.
THE PRINCETON TIGERS won
from Harvard's Crimson last
Saturday by sheer fight and determination,
qualities
that
Princeton teams have always
been noted for. All of which
goes to prove that there are
more ways than one in which to
win football games.
CAROLINA CAME BACK strong
after two defeats and in spite of internal disturbances played in top
form against Billy Laval's Hurricane.
The score is history but it teaches
a lesson, that "you may be down
but you're never out."
RECENT
ALL-SOUTHERN
football teams, published more
or less anonymously, have given
The Right Honorable Bull Lightsey, Esq., a berth at tackle. They
can't keep this boy off.
AN ALL-STATE SELECTION in
"the Greenville News places Rhett
'Turnipseed at quarterback, Wray at
-end and Lightsey at tackle. The
•two halfbacks picked by this artist
are Wilson and Pearce of P. C. It is
evident that this expert has not yet
seen Pat Harmon in action. Pat
should walk home with this honor
by a large majority.
Clemson College, S. C.
Nov. 15th, 1922.
Mr. Wm. Laval, Coach,
Furman University,
Greenville, S. C.
Dere Bill,
The preshure of mid-term quizzes
has been most too much for me to
devote much time 2 the grate American game, namely, football. I notis
by the papers that yore team went
down to Cola last week and let the
Gamecocks claw them pretty badly.
It has also ben rumored that they
was a celebration planned in G'ville
that night and it was called off. All
of whitch reminds me that last year
they was two celebrations that had
to be called off on acct of the fact
that both teams lost and neither one
won. But that time it wasnt the
Gamecocks you was playing. Now,
Bill, they is something that tells

The Give and the Sell.
games and tied the famous UniverMUCH INTEREST BEING SHOWN
"How much milk does your cow
IN COMPANY BASKETBALL sity of Michigan Wolverines in a
great inter-sectional game. Vandy's give?"
"Eight quarts a day."
All Teams Working Hard for Cham- victim last week was the University
"How much of it do you sell?"
of Kentucky, which succumbed 9-0.
pionship—Band and Staff Have
'Ten quarts, Miss."—Selected.
Yet to be Defeated.
CENTRE continues another sucThe second week of company bas- cessful season. Last weeK they met
ketball produced better basketball the ever-strong Washington & Lee
than the first week. All of the men team and won 27-6.
seemed to have gotten their wind
and all are striving to place their
TWO GREAT BATTLES between
respective companies on the top. teams representing the sister states
Band and staff led by Elias Day, of Virginia and North Carolina were
have succeeded in winning all of played last week. In one game the
their games,. B and I companies are Old Dominion was victor, while in
close behind and it seems as if it the other the
Tarheels overcame.
WE HAVE
will be a triangular race.
V. P. I. defeated N. C. State College
Monday evening I started the week 24-0, and V. M. I. lost to North Caroff by defeating C company 13 to 9. olina University by the score of 9-7.
Tuesday evening A company succeeded in winning their first game
THE LOUISIANA STATE UNIby defeating E company.
L com- VERSITY players became gluttons
pany forfeited their game to K. com- for punishment by playing two
pany.
games with strong teams within a peof
Wednesday evening the machine riod of four days. On Tuesday they
Gun company succeeded in defeating played the always powerful Hutgers
M. company by a narrow margin. team in New York City, and lost 2 5-0.
Loose Leaf Note Books
F. defeated D company to the tune Immediately afterwards they hit the
of 8-2.
trail back to Dixie, and on Friday
Lef ax Note Books
Thursday evening the Band & Staff they stopped over in Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
defeated B company
in a hard and again lost, this time to the great
fought game
6-2. B. company University of Alabama team, conNote Book Fillers
forfeited their game to H.
querers of Pennsylvania.
No more games were scheduled
Clemson Jewelry
that week but on last Monday evenIN
THE
EAST
Princeton
upheld
ing two fast and interesting games
fighting reputation of the Tiger
Pennants
were pulled off. B. company defeat- the
ed C. company 10-6. Band & Staff clan by treating Harvard to an
trimmed I company by a comfortable unexpected defeat by the score of 10
Pillow Covers
to 3. This is the first time since
margin.
1896
that
Princeton
has
defeated
It is now the plan of the "Y" to
Stationery
run the company 'games up until a Harvard two years straight.
week from Christmas.
Many men
NOTRE DAME went East, and for
Fountain Pens
are showing up well and if all of
these men will come out for varsity, the first time in several years failed
defeat the West Point cadets, but
Clemson will have a team that they to
Cameras
although
winning they held the
can well boast of.
Schedules have Army to anot
0-0 tie.
been arranged so that each comPhotographic Supplies
pany can get in two days of pracTHE ONLY
INTERNATIONAL
tice beside their games. Get every
Norris Candies
man to come out and help boost his GAME of the year was won by the
American team. Syracuse University
company team.
The following is the standing of beating McGill University of Canada
Eversharp Pencils
the companies up through last Mon- by the score of 32-0.
day.
Won , Lost, Percent.
WESTERN
CONFERENCE
0
1000 GAMES for last week were as folBand & Staff
4
3
1
750 lows: Iowa 2 8, Minnesota 14; ChicaB
1
750 go 14, Ohio State 0; Illinois 3, WisI
3
1
667 consin 0; Northwestern 2 4, Purdue
3
H
2
1
667 13- A strong probability exists of
F
2
1
667 a triple tie for the hcampionship of
M. G.
2
2
500 the Western Conference "Big Three"
C
2
333 Michigan, Chicago and Iowa are all
A
1
M
1
2
333 undefeated, and there is little likelyK
1
2
333 hood of any one of them being overD
1
2
333 come.
0
C
3
000
L
9
3
000
CALHOUN SOCIETY.
E
0
3
000
The Rexall Druggist

A Complete Line

me that another celebration is go
ing to be called off about Nov. 2 5th
and unless something big happens in
the next few days it is going to be
Furman who will do the calling off
stunt. You no, Bill, the Tigers just
beat the Citadel by three touchdowns
and yure team beat them 26 pts
which would be a pt. in yure favor.
You also blowed away the Erskine
eang by a awful big score witch the
Tigers won't hardly be able to do. All
of this makes yure team doped to
win over the Tigers but, Bill, I have
a hunch that you are going to strike
a snag when you figure on beating
the Purple and Gold by past records.
If you ever read the papers you
ought to no that the Tigers goal
line has not ben crossed by a S. C.
team this year and they are gonna do
their stuff in tip top style to keep
that record clear. I was talking to
Doc Stewart the other day and he
says to me, says he, "Furman is
going to give us a whale of a battle."
And then I says to Doc, "Well, don't
you think we will lick them?" And
then Doc says he diddent no nothing,
or words to that effect. In other
words, Bill, you aint going to catch
the Dr. napping. The whole core of
cadets wil be in G'ville on the 2 5th
and Manly field will
look like a
Jungle they will be so many Tigers
there. And by the way of parentheses, Bill, yure Purple Hurricane
will have to stir up a heluva big
draft to give these Tigers a cold.
They is a man here by the name of
Lightsey who will probably get in
that game and he may have to face
Capt. Dizzy McLeod in the line. That
will be pretty unlucky for Mister
McLeod because if you will take my
word for it this Lightsey is quite
the berries on this football stuff. You
no the Tigers • has got a kind of
trudge against Mister McLeod beoi> r HE O TH [ER GRIDIRONS
cause he has ben their Jonah in
baseball for about 3 yrs. So just a
word of warning to the Dizzy boy
By Al T. Tilde.
so he wont get hurt. Well, Bill, I
will tell you more about things next
CAROLINA AND FURMAN played
week and will see you in G'ville on the second of the "Big Three" games
'he 2 5th.
in South Carolina at Columbia SatYours without a struggle, EG P. urday. Contrary to the dope, the
Gamecocks won by the large margin of 27-7. Several Carolina men
made long runs, notably Ambs, 39
READ THIS.
yards, Brice, 52 yards, and Wheeler
60 yards. The game was featured by
tha great number of passes, and
Already the fans have started to Metzger's charges proved themselves
calk over the question as to who will adepts at the art of intercepting
De on the mythical all-state and all- passes. They cut off ten of the Hursouthern elevens. Of course there is ricane's tries. This is the first game
no doubt in the world, as to "Bull" Furman has lost to a South Carolina
Lightsey, our powerful tackle, who team since 1918.
has already been all-southern several times, deserving a berth on
NEWBERRY won its annual game
this year's selection.
While the with Erskine by the count of 36-0.
coaches and sports writers will not The Indians were too much for the
pick their teams until the close of Seceders, and the result was never
the season, one fan has already in doubt.
McPhee and Borts did
written to the Atlanta Journal, send- some beautiful end running, and the
ing his choice for an all-southern Indians worked many passes.
team. We quote the following from
the column of Morgan Blake, sportPRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE went
ing editor of the Journal:
"A party, who signs himself over into Georgia and piled up a
"Flaming Arrow," sends us today score of 67-0 on the North Georgia
his selection for the 'All Sotuhern.' Aggies. Pearce and Wilson, the BlueThe non de plume of "Flaming Ar- stocking halfbacks, gained as they
row" suggests that he is a man of pleased, and averaged fifteen yards
courage, which he no doubt is, when gain, for every time they ran with
he attempts to pick an "All South- the ball.
ern.
,
WOFFORD went up into North
"Here is his All-Southern: Ends,
Roberts of Centre and Clemens of Carolina, and found themselves unaAlabama; tackles, Bennett of Geor- ble to stop the offensive of Davidgia and Lightsey of
Clemson; son, losing 34-0.
guards, Davis of Tech and Welchel
of Georgia; center, Frye of Tech;
IT WAS DEMONSTRATED Satquarterback, Covington of Centre; urday that we have a mighty tough
half backs, Shirey of Auburn and opponent to contend with on DecemBarron of Tech; fullback, Shirling ber 2. The University of Florida Alof Auburn."
ligators, whom we meet on that date,
Also in the Greenville News we piled up the huge score of 58-0 on
find a letter from a South Carolina the strong Mississippi College team.
fan picking an all-state team for the
Palmetto State. He picks three TiTECH won its fourth annual vicgers, "Bull" Lightsey, "Bull" Wray, tory over the University of Georgeand Rhett Turnipseed for the hon- town Hilltoppers by the score of 19-7.
or. Here is the quotation from the
Greenville News:
AUBURN advanced another step in
"One fan has already selected ah its victorious season by turning back
all-state team. J. H. West of Green- the Green Wave of Tulane Univerwood sends the News the following sity, score 19 to 0.
pick: Ends, Waite of Carolina and
Wray of Clemson; tackles, LightGEORGIA AND VIRGINIA played
sey of Clemson and McLeod of Fur- a game that is one of the real clasman; guards, McMillan of Carolina sics of the South. These two teams
and Cox of Furman; center, Whee- are always closely
matched, and
ler of Carolina; quarterback, Tur- this year they were so evenly matched
nipseed of Clemson; halfbacks, Wil- that they played to a 6-6 tie.
son of Presbyterian College and
Pearce of Presbyterian College; fullVANDERBILT is as yet undefeatback, Ambs of Carolina."
ed. The Commodores have won six
T
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RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES
L Cleveland Martin

At the last meeting of the Calhoun
Literary Society, there was a good
attendance. The regular program for
the evening was dispensed with, and
the election of officers was taken up.
The following officers were elected
to serve for the second term:
H. A. Woodle, president; R. W.
Coarsey, vice-president; H. W. Conder, senior critic; G. C. Wofford,
recording secretary; E. H. Hall, corresponding secretary; J. H. Alexander junior critic.
Mr. Dunlap, the retiring president,
made a short and encouraging talk.
The incoming president, Mr. Woodle,
also made an interesting talk. The
Calhoun society is one of the best
and oldest societies at Clemson. All
the members are taking an active interest in society work this year; and
the membership is increased at every
meeting.
An African Hand.
Prof: "What are the names of
the bones in your hand, Mr. Smith?"
Mr. Smith: "Dice."—Lemon Punch
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T CAFETERIA
We Serve Regular Meals,
Pies, Cakes, Sandwiches,
Ice Cream,
Ice Cold Milks,
Soft Drinks,
Fruits and Candies,
Hot Dogs a Speciality.
Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT

SLOAN BROS.
We do not sell all the good
Goods in town, BUT what
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD.
o o o
Robt. Burns Cigars,
Nunnally's Candy,
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation Shirts
and Trousers.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
Bath .Robes and Slippers.
Minimal Silk and Wool
Hose.

Special Attention Given
to Ordering Athletic
Goods—only two days
required.
RACKETS RESTRUNG
SWEATERS
WHITE DUCKS
BASKETBALL SHOES
TENNIS RACKETS

SLOAN BROS
HARRY E. WALLACE
PHOTOGRAPHER
Two Doors North of Blue Ridge Depot—Over Strand Theater
ANDERSON, S. C.
Good Work at Reasonable Prices
Photos 4x6 in Fine Folders $6 for Half Dozen.
$10.00 per Dozen.

